
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of corporate bank. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for corporate bank

Manage LOB and firm wide campus school teams and career services to
facilitate the recruiting process
Pre-identify top talent by working through a school specific and strategic
events campaign
Influence and drive the school team to manage candidates through the
attraction and engagement cycle
Ensure a seamless hand over between teams within the Campus Recruitment
organisation
Coordinate closely with Campus Marketing to ensure that we are maximizing
our brand and driving innovation
Analyze various university metrics (diversity representation, course of study,
alumnae career preferences, etc) allow for a robust school selection model
Work to ensure that we are well connected and networked with the firms
diversity strategies and key members
Apply sound asset and liability management principles to the active
management of the banks funding portfolios in
Develop analytics and day-to-day implementation of issuance
Stress test the portfolio across a wide range of economic scenarios

Qualifications for corporate bank

Solid understanding of trade finance product and APAC business
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Working knowledge of relevant European rules, with a focus on the practical
implementation and interpretation of such rules
Minimum 7 years of experience in corporate banking compliance or treasury
compliance, experience in control room will be a plus
Solid knowledge in treasury business and treasury products
5 years + experience in a similar lead role within a bank, preferably in
commercial and corporate banking
Good knowledge of treasury products and controls over Treasury/Sales area,
new regulations such as Volcker/Dodd Frank/HKMATR


